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Design of support systems for braced excavations- A survey on Japanese codes
v
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Marufuji Sheetpiling Co., Ltd, Tokyo, Japan

INTRODUCTION

The paper is prepared as a part of the study related
to a survey on codes of practice etc. for deep exca
vations in Japan, which was carried out by the Japanese
Society of Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering,
Committee on "Underground Construction in Soft Ground"
(JSSMFE TC-28) . The outline of survey is summarized
by Y.Katsura et al. (1994) , which is included in thisproceedings _ _ h

This paper deals with the design methods of support
systems for the braced wall excavations, which are
introduced in nine major codes currently applied to
deep' excavations for the construction of various
structures in Japan. Regarding the earth and water
pressures or external forces acting on walls during
excavations are contributed in the paper by Y.Katsura
et al.` (1994) , which is included in this proceedings.
Table 1 shows the list of organizations published codes
of practice etc. related to this subject and the date
of issue of revised edition which are referred to this
paper.

LOAD ON SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Every code prescribes the provisions related to design
procedures for the support system. No difference is
observed between the strut and anchor except the .design
of their strength or resistance . `»

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

Pressure distribution in terms of depth for estimating
the load acting on support is identical to that for
the design of walls, except' the code A gives additional
pressure distributions.

GEOMETRY FOR DESIDN OF SUPPORT _SYSTEM

Every code specifies that the support system shall be
designed at the completion stage of bracing and
excavation, the loading diagram is prepared accord
ingly. In addition, the codes A & I recommend the
examination at every stage of construction sequences
and the stage of right before installing the lowest
support.

LOAD ON WALES

Three methods are introduced for the estimation of load
on wales installed at various depths of the excavati'on,
as shown in Fig 1. In method 1, the wale carries the
load between the wale and the lower wale (codes A, B,
C, D, E, F, G & H)'. In method 2, the wale carries the

Table 1. List of japanese codes referred
No. Organization Dat? ofrevised

A Architectural Institute of Japan 1988-O1

B Japan Society of Civi\l Engineers 1986-06
` C Japan Road Association 1987 05

(Earth works)
Japan Road AssociationD 1986-03(Utilities conduits)

E Subway 're¢hni¢;1‘ Council 1978-03
'F Japan Sewage Works Agency 1988-10
G, Metropolitan Expressway Public 199o_1O

Corporation
H Japan Highway Public Corporation 1990-O7

i Railway Technical Research 19B7_o9° Institute
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Figure 1. Loading diagram to be carried by wales
installed at various-. depths



sum of loads distributed over each half span of the
upper and lower beams (code A) . In method 3, the wale
carries the load equivalent to the sum of the reactions
of the upper and lower beams (codes A' & I).

'I‘he code F specifies that the pressure up to 2m below
the bottom of excavation is to be added to the lowest
wale.” The code E assumes the wall to be a continuous
beam that the load of wale is estimated as the reaction
at the support, in addition to method 3.

DES IGN OF WALES

The wale is designed generally to be a simple beam
supported by the adjacent struts, while four codes (A,
B, E & I) perm.it also to be a continuous beam, if the
splice is reinforced sufficiently or/so on. In the case
of horizontal angle braces being installed diagonally
between the wale and strut, it is possible to shorten
the effective span of the wale as shown in Fig 2(a) ,
except two codes (B & E).

In code A, the span is regarded as the length between
the junction points of the wale and horizontal angle
braces connected steeper than 60 degrees. The junction
shall be reinforced with stiffeners or_ concrete
filling.

The wale being installed on all sides of a`braced
excavation is--regarded as a strut that the wale at the
corner is to be designed as a member subjected to
bending and axial force.

Some of codes recommend that the first wale is to
be installed within lm from the ground surface, the
vertical spacing is to be 3m or so, the splicing of
wale is to be provided at more than 6m, and so on.
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Figure 2. Effective of span wales reinforced by
horizontal

DESIGN OF STRUTS

The strut is installed as a compression member of the
support for fa braced excavation but it is also
subjected to bending due to its dead load and vertical
load to be carried. The axial force of the struts is
caused by the load distributed over the wale, which
is equivalent to (wXl2) as-shown in Fig 3.

A temperature change induces the axial force of the
strut. It isestimated to be a 12 to 15tf by six codes
(B,` C, D, F, G & H) , 1 to 4tf per degree in centigrade
by code A, or 20 percent of computed thermal stress
assuming fixed-end beam by code I. No provisions is
found in code E.

Regarding vertical loads on the strut, it is
generally applied to a 0.5tf/m uniformly distributed
loads over the length of strut including its dead load,
when the load is not identified at the design stage.

The strut is designed against buckling of a long
column. The length of colu.rnn is generally to be either
the distance between the wale and post or the post and
post, whichever longer. Three types of load combi

nation are employed in the codes:
a) Axial force only. n
b) Axial force with: vertical bending deformation
c) Axial force with vertical and horizontal bending'deformations . '
Type a, type b and type c are specified in two codes

(E & I), one code(A) and four codes (D, F, G,& H),
respectively. Code B introduces types a & b, while code
C introduces types a & c.
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Fig1.1re 3. Load of struts and length of struts to be
examined against buckling

DES IGN OF POSTS

The post is installed in order to support the vertical
loads of temporary girders , construction equipment and
machines etc. and/or to provide for shortening the
buckling length of the strut. In codes B, C, D, H &
I, the post is planned to have both functions that it
is- necessary to prevent harmful settlement. In codes
A, F & G, the post is to be driven for shortening the
buckling length, while the post is limited to support
only vertical loads in code E.

The post has to carry own dead load, weight of struts,
vertical load on struts, vertical component of axial
stress of struts (2 percent of the axial stress) , dead
and live loads on girders, buried utilities etc. ,
depending on its functions.

The post is designed to be a pile and it portion of
aboveground is examined on the strength against
buckling of a long column considering depth of virtual
support position as illustrated in Fig 4. `

Allowable bearing capacity of the post has to be
larger than the design load and to have a safety factor
between 1 _ 5 and 2 against the ultimate bearing capacity
of pile. According to three codes (C, D & H) , no
examination is required on the bearing capacity of the
post, in case of the post is driven more than 3m into
a good formation such as diluvial clay layer having
a SPT-N values larger than 10, and sand or very stif_f
silt layer having a SPT-N values larger than 30.

Intersection of post and
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Figure 4. Length; of posts to be examined against
buckling


